The technology at your store is a complicated assembly of network, firewalls,
hardware, and more. Changes to your hardware are essential to ensure you have
a secure environment for customer payments and to accept EMV cards at the
dispenser.
Verifone* and Gilbarco have both announced
the need to use a Managed Network Service
Providers (MNSP) to replace the previously
provided zone router. Verifone has announced
the End of Life (EOL) of the Cybera zone
router and will stop supporting the device
after the EOL date set for Q1, 2020. Their
help desks will soon only be available to
remotely assist those businesses with MNSP devices. The switch to the MNSP
device is also critical for EMV acceptance at the pump, due to Point-of-Sale
(POS) software requiring these new devices.
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Most MNSP providers permit your store to combine the functions of a zone router
with your perimeter firewall. Your perimeter firewall is the main defense of your
private network, controlling all internal and external traffic. It ensures that only connections you authorize can go through,
securing your customers’ information and preventing attacks on your payment network and POS software.
ControlScan, a leader in both managed security and compliance solutions, has been certified by both Verifone and Gilbarco as a
MNSP. Their PaySafe UTM Firewall is Clark’s recommended solution for replacing the zone router. Locations currently
utilizing Verifone Commander, Verifone RubyCi, and Gilbarco POS systems
will need to plan to replace your existing zone router.
ControlScan is currently in the process of upgrading firewalls to the new
Cradlepoint nine port device, which will allow you to replace your existing
zone router. Older firewalls—including those made by Meraki, Acumera, or
Cisco—will need to be replaced. If you have not upgraded to the new
Cradlepoint as your firewall, please contact ControlScan or the Clark Client
Services team.
The PaySafe UTM Firewall has the option of cellular backup capability when your primary internet is down, ensuring your
business continues to run smoothly, without interruptions. Clark strongly suggests taking advantage of the cellular backup
option with ControlScan.
As you plan your path to EMV, consider the changes that are necessary with your POS equipment, specifically the zone router.
* https://www.vfne.co/MNSP

As we are in the holiday season, consider how gift cards can benefit your business. Clark Brands offers a gift card program for
both our Clark/Crown and unbranded forecourt locations. Offering gift cards better enables you to build customer loyalty,
develop new business, and increase sales.
Two-thirds of all consumers receive gift cards during the holidays, and an estimated 69% of gift card holders then spend more
than their card total for maximum value, which in turn increases your location’s total spend.
Clark and Crown branded locations can order gift cards though shopclarkcrown.com. There are no costs for the gift cards for
our branded locations.
For our unbranded locations, we have the Clark Brands’ On The Go (OTG) Gift Card program. If you are interested in trying
out the program, we have a starter pack promotion that provides basic gift cards and a window cling for just $25.

Build customer loyalty and trust by automating your house account charges with
Intevacon Fleet Card Solutions. Offering the latest technology and most comprehensive
fleet fueling system available, Intevacon is an attractive solution to fuel retailers looking
to automate their house charges or transition off another proprietary fleet card system.
The Intevacon system is a comprehensive real-time solution that is affordable and easy to navigate. It makes managing house
accounts a simple process. With Intevacon, petroleum marketers can offer their own private label cards, as well as product
restrictions, user access, and special prompting. Intevacon’s system provides the tools to offer special pricing (e.g., Cost Plus,
CPG discounts), track taxes and exemptions, offer rebates, run detailed reports, and more. Intevacon Fleet Card Solutions
provides the tools you need to both bill and receive payments, while also allowing you to create a standard transfer file for
third-party accounting systems.

Intevacon’s program works with all major POS and cardlocks, ensuring a smooth transition for your business. Their fleet card
can be used either at the register or at the pump, and cardholders are able to view their card activity in real time. You can set
prompts for PIN, odometer, vehicle, and driver information, as well as apply product restrictions and credit limits.
As a Clark Brands customer, you are eligible for special pricing on Intevacon’s Fleet Card Program. Upfront costs are
reduced, with the software license waived for our customers, saving you upwards of $9,000. Our customers also receive a
reduced setup fee per site of $95, a $100 savings for processing with Clark Brands.
If you are interested in the Intevacon system, contact Shane Sexton at 678.739.4450, ext. 121, or via email at
shanesexton@intevacon.com.
Disclaimer: Intevacon is an independent service provider and not affiliated with Clark Brands, LLC or its affiliates (collectively “Clark”). Clark cannot
guarantee the nature or quality of any vendors’ products or services. It is the responsibility of each of our members to carefully vet potential vendors to
determine whether they meet their personal needs. Vendors are identified by Clark as a convenience to our members, and their identification is not an
endorsement by Clark.
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As Verifone and Gilbarco prepare for acceptance of EMV cards at the dispensers, hardware and software upgrades will be
required. Ensuring you have the latest hardware and software will ensure that you have the latest features and bug fixes. The
below are some highlights regarding the upgrades for both manufacturers.

The latest software release for the Verifone Commander
and Ruby Ci is 3.08.05. The following are some of the
enhancements made in the latest software:
Outdoor EMV is now supported on FlexPay IV
Gilbarco DCRs
System improvements have been made to decrease
transaction times
Security questions added as a way for a user to reset
their Configuration Client password without calling the
help desk
The Spanish language is now supported on the DCR
screen text messages
Dispenser and POS terminal receipts can now be
configured to print in Spanish
Service ID and Helpdesk number was added to
Help > About screen on the POS
Button to clear Reserved Pump
Promo and Special discount are selected by default in
PLU Configuration
Force date of birth on ID check is now enabled by
default
The Commander system now provides diagnostic
capabilities which can be used by both the help desk, as
well as site users
Fill Up function is a new feature that is similar to a
dispenser pre-pay transaction where it sends a zerodollar preauthorization, then the Commander responds
with an approved amount based on the card limit.

Gilbarco Passport has an all-in-one platform that
minimizes its footprint in your store while also improving
your POS security and terminal capabilities. The Passport
PX60 is a sleek countertop unit that has a larger screen,
increased response times, and rapid data imports.
Locations using the older hardware (PX52), which is not
an all-in-one platform, will need to upgrade to this latest
software in order to use the latest Gilbarco Passport
software.
Any existing peripherals will be reused with the new
system. Please contact your Gilbarco representative for
more information.
The latest software release for the Gilbarco Passport is
12.02. The following are some of the enhancements made
in the latest software:
EBT acceptance capable through Passport
Full-Version Remote Upgrade via Insite 360
Pre-scan Prior to Software Update
Manufacturers Coupons through ICN
Tender Restrictions (Configurable by Department)
Passport Express Lane 1.0
Conexxus 2.0 Standards for Mobile Payment
PDF Printing Support

Additionally, locations processing with older versions
of software have reported issues with store and forward
and dropped transactions. This has resulted in money
lost for locations that have experienced these issues. To
avoid these issues, we encourage you to upgrade your
software as soon as possible.
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SOFTWARE/HARDWARE CONTINUED….

